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In Q2 2022, we conducted a content audit on our 
scan events to identify usability issues. This effort 
was prompted by the need to update our scan 
events to improve the UX throughout our channels.

BACKGROUND



We evaluated scan events as 
they appeared in the track 
web, email, and potential text 
notifications. 



Summary



Scan events serve key needs for our customers, but 
their value is impeded by user experience issues. 

SUMMARY

Overall, we found several high-impact scan events that did not meet the UX content criteria. 

We uncovered a range of issues, identifying scan events across all our channels that may 
cause the most usability issue for our customers. Each example highlights at least one 
usability aspect that needs improvement.  



• Reassess terms we're using, so they resonate 
with users (using existing studies 
and competitive research); prioritizing high 
impact areas.

• Make the voice more conversational, friendly, 
less corporate and operational.

• Remove scans that are not necessary or 
confusing.

• Changes and decisions should also be reflected 
in the content guideline.

SUMMARY

Our recommendations

Update existing scans Customize content for various channels

• Compare different channels and see where 
scans can be customized for each (while 
ensuring the terms, tone etc., are consistent).

• Determine if they are current or future projects 
where this could fit into the scope. 



• Look at existing customer support volumes related 
to scan events (e.g., requests related to their delivery 
status).

• Compare ticket volumes overtime to see the 
impacts of updating existing scan events.

SUMMARY

Our recommendations

Review customer support tickets



Our Approach



5 Criteria for evaluating 
content

OUR APPROACH

We used the  UX Content Scorecard Template 
by Torrey Podmajersky for evaluating content.
The criteria includes: 

Accessible: how available is the language to people using it?

Purposeful: is it clear how a person can meet their goals?

Concise: is the information relevant?

Conversational: is the language and phrasing familiar to the 
audience?

Clear: does the message help the person move forward?



The UX content rubric 
SUMMARY

Usability Criteria

Accessible Available in the languages the people using it are proficient in 

Reading level is below 7th grade (general) or 10th grade (professional)

Purposeful What the person should or can do to meet their goals is clear

The organization’s goals are met

  Concise Information presented is relevant at this moment in the experience

Conversational The words, phrases, and ideas are familiar to the people using it

Directions are presented in useful steps, in a logical order

Clear Actions have unambiguous results

How-to and policy info is easy to find

Error messages help the person move forward or make it clear they can’t

The same term means the same concept, every time it’s used



User Testing



12 users (1 external, 11 internal) provided feedback 
based on the 5 usability criteria. 

Track delivery scan events

Sample user score for one of the events. 

Event scans across various shipping companies. 

USER TESTING



Insights



Accessibility Issues 



Key findings
ACCESSIBILITY OVERVIEW

• The reading level was above 7th grade. 

• Using complex words causes confusions for 
users and could lead to more customer service 
calls.  

There were several scan events that did not use 
accessible language. 

The language can be more accessible by using 
simpler words users are familiar with.



ACCESSIBILITY – CANADA POST EXAMPLE

“Electronic information” 
Electronic information submitted by shipper

Low average user score: 5.7

The reading level is at a postgraduate level 
(Hemingway can confirm this).

"Electronic information" is generally not a word in 
people's everyday vocabulary. 



ACCESSIBILITY – USPS EXAMPLE

Competitive comparison
Shipping Label Created, USPS Awaiting Item

High average user score: 8

The reading level is at a grade 10 level (not ideal, 
but better).

"Shipping label" is a more common term 
in people's vocabulary.  Simple content is good~

But 'USPS waiting item' 
sounds like friendly, it 
can show its 
personality~

In general, I like the idea of the 
name of the carrier being 
included in the message. 
Especially if you are dealing 
with many carriers. 



Non-Purposeful Content  



Key findings
PURPOSEFUL OVERVIEW

• Information doesn't benefit the user when we 
don't show next steps or how users are impacted. 

• Sections where the scan events appear in certain 
channels (e.g., email) doesn't serve a clear 
purpose. 

There were many instances of scan events that 
did not help deliver purposeful content. 

The content can be more purposeful if we remove 
content that doesn't benefit users while being 
more explicit about the following steps to help 
users achieve their goals. 



PURPOSEFUL – EMAIL EXAMPLE 

“Delivery may be delayed due 
to transportation delay”
Doesn't give users enough information about the 
delay and what they can do or expect.

Not useful to have this section, since users would 
want to know more about how their delivery has 
been impacted and what to expect.



PURPOSEFUL – EMAIL EXAMPLE 

Competitive comparison 
Amazon and UPS does a good job of making 
the  "Track your package" CTA is more prominent 
as a next step.

The email is short, not featuring sections that 
don't serve a clear purpose. 

UPS even tells users new date to set user's 
expectations.



PURPOSEFUL – TEXT NOTIFICATION EXAMPLES

Text notifications
Item re-routed due to processing error; Possible 
delay
Next steps are missing. What the person should 
or can do to meet their goals isn't clear. 

Final Notice; Item will be returned to sender if 
not collected within 10 days
If we don't include location in the scope, the 
message itself doesn't tell them where to pick up 
their package.



Delivered; Contact customer service for copy of 
signature
No follow up steps to contact customer service. 

Signature available
This scan event doesn't stand by itself in a text 
message, so a previous message needs to be 
sent with additional steps. 

PURPOSEFUL – TEXT NOTIFICATION EXAMPLES

Text notifications



Lack of Conciseness



Key findings
CONCISENESS OVERVIEW

• Irrelevant info displayed can cause frustration and 
confusion. 

• For the track delivery, multiple scan events are 
displayed that are not relevant to users. 

There were several instances where users see 
irrelevant info through various scan events. 

When the information is not concise, it makes it 
harder for readers to scan for relevant content and 
creates a poor user experience. To improve, it’s 
important to ensure each word earn its place on 
the screen.



CONCISENESS – CANADA POST EXAMPLE

Track history
Multiple scan events that we show may not be 
relevant to users (potentially causing annoyance 
and making it harder to process info).

The scan events doesn’t provide enough detail on 
where the package is in the shipping process (i.e., 
it could be leaving a sorting facility, or leaving a 
delivery truck), so the info isn’t useful or relevant.



CONCISENESS – AMAZON EXAMPLE 

Competitive comparison 
Amazon shows fewer events, but only the most 
important ones. 



Non-Conversational Language 



Key findings
CONVERSATIONAL OVERVIEW

• Information doesn’t necessarily flow in a logical 
order. 

• Some of the language and phrases sound stiff 
and not very human. 

Because we do not use customization for our 
scan events, many of the text does not flow 
naturally given the context. 

To make the language more conversational, we 
recommend customizing the content for each 
channel. As well, words and phrases that are not 
familiar to users should be avoided. 



CONVERSATIONAL – TEXT NOTIFICATION EXAMPLE

Text notification

Scan event doesn’t work well for various text 
notifications, as generally the expectation for text 
messages is less formal and more conversational. 



CONVERSATIONAL – TEXT EXAMPLE 

Competitive comparison 

Purolator uses conversational language in its text 
message; it’s evident the content is tailored for 
text notifications.

The words flow more naturally.

It uses common phrase used to share excitement: 
"hooray!"



Clarity Issues



Key findings
CLARITY OVERVIEW

• Many scan event actions have ambiguous 
results. 

• In some cases, the same term doesn't mean the 
sesame concept every time it's used. 

There are multiple scan events that lack clarity, 
and doesn't help users move forward or help 
users understand what is happening.  

For clearer content, we recommend updating the 
copy so it’s specific to the situation and provides 
enough context. 



CLARITY – CANADA POST EXAMPLE

“Item processed” 
Low average score: 3

Numerous "item processed" events that 
mean different things. In some cases, the package 
is processed at a sorting facility, while in other 
cases, it's processed at the destination facility.

From a user's perspective, the scan event says the 
same thing (if they don't notice the 
location). It's not clear and could lead to a 
call to customer service.

"Item processed" is 
concise, but doesn't 
really say much.

Item 
processed 
doesn't tell me 
much.



CLARITY – FEDEX EXAMPLE

Competitive comparison
Arrived at a FedEx location / facility 

High average score: 7.4, 7

Why users liked FedEx more:

It's always good to mention whose facility 
the item has arrived at since sometimes 
there are multiple carriers especially for 
international items.

FedEx wins for 
purposeful and 
concise.



CLARITY – CANADA POST EXAMPLE

“Item arrived” 
Low average score: 2.1

For context, this label is displayed to users when 
the item has arrived at one of Canada Posts' 
facility, closer to the delivery stage. But users can’t 
tell just by looking at this event scan. 

“Item arrived” could have many meanings, 
including the package being delivered when it 
isn’t. 

"Item arrived" leaves me 
with a lot of questions. 

Item arrived where? 
When? What's actually 

happening with the item?

"Item arrived" in the situation 
is terrible - I read that and 

think it must be at my door."



CLARITY – FEDEX EXAMPLE

Competitive comparison
At local FedEx facility 
Scheduled for delivery next business day 

High average score: 8.8

The content is clear and doesn’t leave room for 
ambiguity. Unlike “arrived,” the term “facility” tells user 
where their parcel is – it means the same every time it’s 
used.

Users also know when they can expect their delivery, so 
they are prepared. 

I love how "At local FedEx 
facility. Scheduled for delivery 
next business day" mentions 
when the person can expect 

delivery




